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Are you frustrated in your workplace?Are you frustrated in your workplace?

I cannot remember what/
how to next…

Why I am making mistakes
again and again

Oh, this position makes me
tired !

Where is that document ?
I cannot find it !

Oh time is not enough to
complete this work!

Why we cannot communicate
properly?



Work together and do something with big positive attitude?Work together and do something with big positive attitude?
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Implement 5S SystemImplement 5S System
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Ensure Team work improvement
through everyone’s  participation
Ensure Team work improvement
through everyone’s  participation
Ensure Team work improvement
through everyone’s  participation
Ensure Team work improvement
through everyone’s  participation
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Identify AbnormalitiesIdentify AbnormalitiesIdentify Abnormalities
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Identify wastes and reduce the wastesIdentify wastes and reduce the wastesIdentify wastes and reduce the wastesIdentify wastes and reduce the wastesIdentify wastes and reduce the wastesIdentify wastes and reduce the wastes



The 7 wastesThe 7 wastes
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Overproduction

Inventory

Waiting

MotionTransportation

Rework

Over processing
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Improve safetyImprove safetyImprove safety



If no 5S activities, then….If no 5S activities, then….

Looking for necessary
 items

Remember what /
how to do

Hesitate what to do

Making mistake
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BASICS

5S was developed thirty years ago, by Hiroyuki Hirano, to
establish TQM in Japanese production companies.
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Step-wise Practical
Implementation of 5S

Step-wise Practical
Implementation of 5S

Step-wise Practical
Implementation of 5S

“If You Fail to Plan, You Are Planning to Fail” — Benjamin
Franklin
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( छंटाई )
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Separate required tools, materials, and instructions from those that
are not needed. Remove everything that is not necessary from the

work area.

Separate required tools, materials, and instructions from those that
are not needed. Remove everything that is not necessary from the

work area.

Separate required tools, materials, and instructions from those that
are not needed. Remove everything that is not necessary from the

work area.

Separate required tools, materials, and instructions from those that
are not needed. Remove everything that is not necessary from the

work area.
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Equipment, materials
tools etc. in your work

place

Need it

May need it

Not need it

Equipment, material, tools files, furniture etc. can
be categorized based on the frequency of use!
Equipment, material, tools files, furniture etc. can
be categorized based on the frequency of use!
Equipment, material, tools files, furniture etc. can
be categorized based on the frequency of use!

Items
often
use are
in this
category

Items not used in current work
process are in this category

Items only used occasionally
 are in this category

S1: Sorting activitiesS1: Sorting activities



Examples of “Sorting”Examples of “Sorting”

•

•

•

•

 Place “Red tag” for categorization of
items to identify unnecessary items
 Place “Red tag” for categorization of

items to identify unnecessary items
 Place “Red tag” for categorization of

items to identify unnecessary items
 Move unnecessary items( broken tools,

obsolete jigs and fixtures, scrap and
excess raw material etc.) to central
stored area

 Move unnecessary items( broken tools,
obsolete jigs and fixtures, scrap and
excess raw material etc.) to central
stored area

 Move unnecessary items( broken tools,
obsolete jigs and fixtures, scrap and
excess raw material etc.) to central
stored area

 Move unnecessary items( broken tools,
obsolete jigs and fixtures, scrap and
excess raw material etc.) to central
stored area

 Move unnecessary items( broken tools,
obsolete jigs and fixtures, scrap and
excess raw material etc.) to central
stored area
 Free up valuable floor space (Space

utilization)
 Free up valuable floor space (Space

utilization)
 Free up valuable floor space (Space

utilization)
 Finding abnormality of equipment and

tools (Out of order, missing parts etc.)
 Finding abnormality of equipment and

tools (Out of order, missing parts etc.)
 Finding abnormality of equipment and

tools (Out of order, missing parts etc.)
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•
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

1st S- SORT (Seiri)
  1.Prepare for temporary storage-
Designate a 5S Consultant amongst the organization.
Take pictures of the target area before removing its

elements
 Define a place to temporarily store the elements that

will be removed
 Prepare colour-coded labels to remove’, 'maybe

remove ‘, 'replace’, 'repair'.
Prepare handling equipment if necessary: box, trolley,
pallet truck, etc.
 
2.Perform a first sorting
Make one for the obvious elements, by moving the

targeted elements into the storage area. If the handling
equipment is not suitable for sorting 'immediately', put
the labels remove ‘.
During this action, put the labels "maybe remove" in

case of doubt
Put labels for the other categories that are obvious (it

is optional at this stage, but it is a saving for the next
steps)
List the items put in this area for follow-up

 
 

•























3. Test and monitor
 Install the monitoring board; define and install a visual

monitoring board in the target area with three categories:
 “Remove” with two columns :

one to leave comments if some people think
that shouldn’t be removed

one for those who have taken back or used
an element of the area to be removed

“Remove maybe" with four columns:
The list of elements with the “remove maybe"

labels
Confirmed
To be kept
Comments on the report

“Remove ideas" with two columns:
one to write additional ideas for parts to be

removed
one to say why or add comments
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•

•







SORT
 Give a week (or other depending on the organization)

for people working on the area to comment, add parts
to remove, or remove parts from the 'remove' list
 Review the board and the area 'to be removed' (if

elements have been included) and lead a team
meeting-
 

Review all categories and discuss the adjustment of
lists and items to be removed

Take the opportunity to make a first team tour and
ask their opinion on the approach and results of this
first step.

Estimate the savings of the removed items (estimate
the frequency and cost of purchase if they remain in
the list of items used)
 
4.Finalise: discard the items to be removed
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Red Tagging
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( सुस��त करना )
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Sort and organize all tools, equipment, files, data, material, and resources
for quick, easy location, and use. Label all storage locations, tools, and

equipment.

Sort and organize all tools, equipment, files, data, material, and resources
for quick, easy location, and use. Label all storage locations, tools, and

equipment.

Sort and organize all tools, equipment, files, data, material, and resources
for quick, easy location, and use. Label all storage locations, tools, and

equipment.

Sort and organize all tools, equipment, files, data, material, and resources
for quick, easy location, and use. Label all storage locations, tools, and

equipment.
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S2: Setting
activities
S2: Setting
activities
S2: Setting
activities

•
•

Needed items
Items often use

Have consensus among
co-workers on where and
how to organize necessary
items

Arrange them
properly based on
“Can see, Can
take-out, Can
return”
Philosophy

•
•
•
•

Use 5S tools for proper
Organization of items
such as

Labeling
Color coding
Numbering
Zoning   etc.

Think not only “beautification.
Need to consider workflow and
arrange items

(with current
work process)



SET ACTIVITIESSET ACTIVITIES

AUGUSTAUGUST
20212021 PROCESSPROCESS

SEPTEMBERSEPTEMBER
20212021
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•

•

•

•





2nd S- SET IN ORDER (Seiton)
1.Define storage areas-
 
 Make a list of the elements to be stored for each sub-

area (workshop, office, etc.) of the treated area
 For each element, ask the people who use them how

often they are used (prepare columns day, week, month,
month, quarter, year, never to facilitate work); note the
subpart of the treated area
 Estimate the volume of parts for each periodicity with

one detail per sub-area
 For each frequency, identify possible storage

locations in the area using the following guidelines:
The closer the storage place is to the place of

use, the more frequently it is used: every day, next
to the person; every week, in the surrounding area...
.

The size of the site must be well dimensioned
with more space than not enough (ease of search)

 
 

•





•

 Do not put the same type of element in two
different places... but limit travel if two remote
teams use the same elements

Review why the two teams are distant; this
can mean a redefinition of physical flows
and workstations (a reason to deploy the 5S
in a broader integrated Lean approach)

Otherwise, it will be necessary to choose
the best solution (to be discussed with the
teams) between duplicating the tools or
increasing the travel

 Involve teams in the choices
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2nd S- SET IN ORDER (Seiton)
2.Define the location of each element within each area
 

 Collect the elements by search/use logic and
according to specific constraints (safety, humidity...)

 Identify the necessary storage supports, standard
(cabinet...) or to be manufactured (template...)

 prefer modular and flexible supports; one thing is for
sure, there will be changes!

 If possible, do not purchase anything, or have any
manufactured before the next test phase

 Further involve teams in the choices, especially for
workstation elements
 
 







3.Test and monitor
 

 Define and implement monitoring means to
obtain user feedback and start measuring the
change (search and travel time, productivity...)

It is easy to get feedback for daily use and there
will be at least two weekly iterations but higher
uses will be more random, so monitoring may
need to be done later if the test phase is too long.

Store each element in its place as defined and
operate for at least two weeks.
 
4..Adjust and install the final supports
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2nd S Implementation2nd S Implementation2nd S Implementation2nd S Implementation
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( �व�ता )
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Set new standards for cleanliness. Clean and remove all trash, grease, and
dirt. Everything must be clean, tidy, and neatly put in its appropriate place.

Cleanliness provides a safe workplace—and makes potential problems
noticeable, e.g., equipment leaks, loose parts, missing guards, loose

paperwork, or materials.
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S3: Shining activitiesS3: Shining activities

•
•

•
•

•

Clean floor, windows and walls.Clean floor, windows and walls.
Clean and Maintain office automation machines, medical
equipment and tools, office furniture
Clean and Maintain office automation machines, medical
equipment and tools, office furniture
Clean and Maintain office automation machines, medical
equipment and tools, office furniture
Develop and follow regular cleaning and Maintenance scheduleDevelop and follow regular cleaning and Maintenance schedule
Periodical check for changes in equipment and the service area
such as: leaks, vibration, misalignment, breakage etc.
Periodical check for changes in equipment and the service area
such as: leaks, vibration, misalignment, breakage etc.
Periodical check for changes in equipment and the service area
such as: leaks, vibration, misalignment, breakage etc.
IPC activities such as hand hygiene, waste segregation are also
part of shine
IPC activities such as hand hygiene, waste segregation are also
part of shine
IPC activities such as hand hygiene, waste segregation are also
part of shine



















3rd S- SHINE (Seiso)
1. Do a thorough “reference” cleaning
 

Take a picture of each area before cleaning
Define cleaning and inspection instructions at the

same time as cleaning:
Cleaning instructions: frequencies, cleaning

means, people who clean and specific instructions
when necessary (disassembly, safety...)

Inspection: In industrial (factory, warehouse, etc.)
or technical (e. g. laboratory) environments,
 inspection is the greatest added value of cleaning
because it helps to prevent breakdowns or work
incidents

Doing it at the same time will allow to test the
instructions during the next cleaning.

Take reference photos
Photos of the result AND anomalies (if observed)

for each area with details for critical elements.
Add them to cleaning and inspection

instructions or other procedures (e. g. self
maintenance)

 
 
 







2. Test cleaning and inspection
 

Review cleaning and inspection instructions
with area managers and adjust if necessary

Define and implement monitoring means to
obtain user feedback

Carry out the test, if possible at the same time
as the "Sort" stage in order to pool monitoring
resources and reduce the pilot's total time, unless
this delays the test in the "Sort" stage too much

 
3.Adjust
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3rd S Implementation3rd S Implementation3rd S Implementation3rd S Implementation
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( मानक�करण )
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Engage the workforce to systematically perform the previous steps daily, to
maintain the workplace in perfect condition as a standard process. Establish

schedules and set expectations for adherence.

Engage the workforce to systematically perform the previous steps daily, to
maintain the workplace in perfect condition as a standard process. Establish

schedules and set expectations for adherence.

Engage the workforce to systematically perform the previous steps daily, to
maintain the workplace in perfect condition as a standard process. Establish

schedules and set expectations for adherence.

Engage the workforce to systematically perform the previous steps daily, to
maintain the workplace in perfect condition as a standard process. Establish

schedules and set expectations for adherence.
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S4: Standardizing activitiesS4: Standardizing activities

S1

S2

S3

Develop mechanism to standardize
 S1-S3 implementation for continuation

Standardization will leads equalization of activities
 = “Production leveling and smoothing”

•
•
•

Standardization is useful for;
Easy implementation of S1 to S3 activities
Equalization process output
Everyone’s participation



Example of “Standardize” activitiesExample of “Standardize” activities











 Work instructions, Standard
Operating Procedures (SOPs)

 Work instructions, Standard
Operating Procedures (SOPs)

 Work instructions, Standard
Operating Procedures (SOPs)

 Checklist development and regular
usage for SOPs

 Checklist development and regular
usage for SOPs

 Checklist development and regular
usage for SOPs

 Mechanism and format
development for ordering supplies,
reporting etc

 Mechanism and format
development for ordering supplies,
reporting etc

 Mechanism and format
development for ordering supplies,
reporting etc

 Mechanism and format
development for ordering supplies,
reporting etc

 Color coding for waste
segregation

 Color coding for waste
segregation

 Color coding for waste
segregation

 Standardized common symbols Standardized common symbols
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Make 5S part of your culture, and incorporate it into the corporate philosophy.
Build organizational commitment so that 5S becomes one of your organizational

values so that everyone develops 5S as a habit. Integrate the 5S methodology
into the performance management system.

Make 5S part of your culture, and incorporate it into the corporate philosophy.
Build organizational commitment so that 5S becomes one of your organizational

values so that everyone develops 5S as a habit. Integrate the 5S methodology
into the performance management system.

Make 5S part of your culture, and incorporate it into the corporate philosophy.
Build organizational commitment so that 5S becomes one of your organizational

values so that everyone develops 5S as a habit. Integrate the 5S methodology
into the performance management system.

Make 5S part of your culture, and incorporate it into the corporate philosophy.
Build organizational commitment so that 5S becomes one of your organizational

values so that everyone develops 5S as a habit. Integrate the 5S methodology
into the performance management system.

Make 5S part of your culture, and incorporate it into the corporate philosophy.
Build organizational commitment so that 5S becomes one of your organizational

values so that everyone develops 5S as a habit. Integrate the 5S methodology
into the performance management system.
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S5: Sustainability activitiesS5: Sustainability activities

Prevent fallback

Improvement

Further Improvement

Measure improvement with proper
periodical monitoring

People get bored if no changes.
Need to develop a mechanism to
make staff exited and motivated



Examples of “Sustain” activitiesExamples of “Sustain” activities

•
•
•

•

•

 Regular progress reporting Regular progress reporting
 Refresher training Refresher training
 Periodical  evaluation of 5S activities

with proper advices for continuation
and further improvements

 Periodical  evaluation of 5S activities
with proper advices for continuation
and further improvements

 Periodical  evaluation of 5S activities
with proper advices for continuation
and further improvements

 Periodical  evaluation of 5S activities
with proper advices for continuation
and further improvements
 Appreciation, recognition and

awarding on good 5S activities
 Appreciation, recognition and

awarding on good 5S activities
 Appreciation, recognition and

awarding on good 5S activities
 Reminder using 5S corner, new

letters, good practice sheet etc.
 Reminder using 5S corner, new

letters, good practice sheet etc.
 Reminder using 5S corner, new

letters, good practice sheet etc.
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4th S- STANDARDIZE (Seiketsu)
This phase makes it possible to standardize the 5S
method but also provides an opportunity to detect the
lack of standardization in operating procedures (format,
level of detail, content).
 
1. Inventory and Pilot Standardization
Make an inventory of the different standards in terms
of operating procedures in the different areas; select or
define a standard format; this phase must begin before
describing the storage and cleaning procedures

Adjust the standard at the end of the pilot and ensure
that all pilot documents or tools are standardised

Possibly standardise the other procedures, outside
the 5S method.
 
2. Implementation standardisation
Each deployed area must apply the standards

Nevertheless, adjustments can be made during
deployment based on accumulated experience;
continuous improvement begins
 
 
 









4th S- SUSTAIN (Shitsuke)
 
Sustainability starting at the pilot phase

 
The sustainability actions are already starting within the pilot
since it is at this point that the results measurements begin

At the end of the pilot, an assessment is made to adjust and
complete the measurement system before deployment
 

Sustainability during deployment
 

The 5S method is integrated into the existing performance
monitoring tools and operational ways of working of each
deployed area: procedures, visual display, area indicators
A progress dashboard of actions and results is
consolidated as they are deployed

 
Sustainability after deployment
 
Results monitoring indicators are integrated into the
management dashboards

An audit process is defined, with a faster frequency at the
beginning
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4th & 5th S Implementation4th & 5th S Implementation4th & 5th S Implementation4th & 5th S Implementation4th & 5th S Implementation4th & 5th S Implementation

One can also use MS-Excel to prepare 5S evaluation charts. One can also maintain manual registers.One can also use MS-Excel to prepare 5S evaluation charts. One can also maintain manual registers.
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RESULTRESULT

After 5SBefore 5S
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RESULTRESULT
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RESULTRESULT
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RESULTRESULT
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Before 5S (2009)
Disorganized items in the
store. Took long time to
searching items needed

After 5S (2010)
Use labeling and organize items lead to

minimize time for searching items, easy to
control stocks

83

RESULTRESULT



RESULTRESULT

Before 5S
Disorganized cabinet in a

ward

After 5S
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Using color coding for Visual control of ampules in a ward
Green means

“enough stock”
Yellow means giving warning on

“stock is getting less”
Red means giving warning on

“close to stock out and refill ”

RESULTRESULT



5S & Safety5S & Safety 5S Publicity5S Publicity 5S / Clean-up Day5S / Clean-up Day
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5S is becoming popular for5S is becoming popular for
seven solid reasonsseven solid reasons

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.
6.

7.

Visible results enhance the generation of
more and new ideas
Visible results enhance the generation of
more and new ideas
Visible results enhance the generation of
more and new ideas
The workplace gets cleaned up and
better organized
The workplace gets cleaned up and
better organized
The workplace gets cleaned up and
better organized
Hospital and office operations become
easier and safer
Hospital and office operations become
easier and safer
Hospital and office operations become
easier and safer
Results are visible to everyone - insiders
and outsiders
Results are visible to everyone - insiders
and outsiders
Results are visible to everyone - insiders
and outsiders
People are naturally disciplinedPeople are naturally disciplined
People take pride in their clean and
organized workplace
People take pride in their clean and
organized workplace
People take pride in their clean and
organized workplace
As a result the company’s good image
generates more better
As a result the company’s good image
generates more better
As a result the company’s good image
generates more better
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Preparatory phasePreparatory phase
3 month3 month

IntroductoryIntroductory
PhasePhase

6 month6 month

Implementation phaseImplementation phase
2 years2 years

Maintenance phaseMaintenance phase
On goingOn going

•

•

Situation
analysis
Training of

managers
 

•

•
•
•

Training of
staff
Sorting
Setting
Shining

•
•
•

Standardizing
Sustaining
Expansion areas to practice 5S activities
 

• Continue 5S cycle

5S-KAIZEN-TQM Phases5S-KAIZEN-TQM Phases
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Target of 5STarget of 5S













Targets of Five-S include:Targets of Five-S include:
  

Zero changeovers leading to product/
service diversification

Zero changeovers leading to product/
service diversification

Zero changeovers leading to product/
service diversification

Zero changeovers leading to product/
service diversification

Zero defects leading to higher qualityZero defects leading to higher qualityZero defects leading to higher quality
Zero waste leading to lower costZero waste leading to lower costZero waste leading to lower cost
Zero delays leading to on time deliveryZero delays leading to on time deliveryZero delays leading to on time delivery
Zero injuries promoting safetyZero injuries promoting safetyZero injuries promoting safety
Zero breakdowns bringing better

maintenance
Zero breakdowns bringing better

maintenance
Zero breakdowns bringing better

maintenance
Zero breakdowns bringing better

maintenance
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So, we conclude that 5S helps in executing the
basic housekeeping methods in a professional
and conducive manner. I hope your all queries

have been resolved regarding 5S System.

So, we conclude that 5S helps in executing the
basic housekeeping methods in a professional
and conducive manner. I hope your all queries

have been resolved regarding 5S System.

So, we conclude that 5S helps in executing the
basic housekeeping methods in a professional
and conducive manner. I hope your all queries

have been resolved regarding 5S System.

So, we conclude that 5S helps in executing the
basic housekeeping methods in a professional
and conducive manner. I hope your all queries

have been resolved regarding 5S System.

So, we conclude that 5S helps in executing the
basic housekeeping methods in a professional
and conducive manner. I hope your all queries

have been resolved regarding 5S System.

Thanks for your attention….Thanks for your attention….
Any QueriesAny Queries
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